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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIFS

REVISION OF 2nd TERM REVISION OF TERMWORK WORK

REVISION OF THIRD TERM REVISION OF THIRD TERM

EMBEDDFu) CORE

TERM WORK

Health and Hygiene

(I'HE)

2 BST Formsofenergy-

ce)

IBST Classification of
IT) computers by

generations

x First generation

x Third eneration

WORK

At the end of the lesson, pupils 1.Pupil, as an individual,
should be able to: identify ways of purifying

water
I.Enumerate some ways of

purifying water. 2.Pupils in small groups,
explain 

2.Describe some ways of
some ways of

puriMng water
purifringwater.

3.Each group display

different diagrams of
puri&ing water'

REVISION OF Z" my

REVISION OFTMIRDTQY
WORK

L Crfäal thinhngaoå
problem so"g

2. 12&rsh5pmd

development

3. Collaboratinand

At the end offre lesson, pupils i.

should be able to:

x explain eneru; ii.
x idenåfrdifferentforms

Class brainstorms on

meaningof

Pupils in small

groups, identi&
ofenerv;

i. describe freusesof

enerv to man.

Explain first and third

generations of computers

iii.

forms ofenerg

Pupils in pairs ,

discuss die

applietion ofenerg
in their daily lives

Pupils discuss ffe

things which øve

-Critial

and

and

Pupils, as a class, discuss

first and third generations

of computers

Hygiene At the end ofthe lesson, pupils

should be able to

1. demonstrate the process of

purifying water.

2.explain how they purify

1.Pupil, as individual ,

identi& process ofpuri&ing

water

2.As a group, draw the

process ofpurifying water

on a card board

-Cdlabwation and

communicatm

-Personal develqme«

1. Cridcal thinking and

problem solving

2. I.mlershipand

personality

development

3. Collaboration and

communication

LEARNING

RESOURCB

REVISION OF
TERM WORK

REVISION OF THIRD
TERM WORK

P,æurce

iiLFirstad kib

cmtlwatchN=tZ3zOA

L *Ete 
Bource

ii.

water at home éx5-pc

iii.
bttps://YQututbe/F371D

2. Audio visual
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i. Chart
ii. Pictures
iii. Water
-flash cards

€ound

that

sound

local
instntmrntQ

Classifration of
computers by
generations

x First generation

x Third generation
Hypcne

Colour

At the end of the lesson,

should be able to:

i. identify sounds of

different objects

and animals;

ii. mention various

instruments that

can make sound;

produce local

instruments that

can make sounds;

create sound with any

man-made instrument

Explain first and third

generations of computers

At the end of åe lesson, pupfls

should be able to

I.Explain purification ofwater
at home

i. pupils 

brainstorms on

sounds of living

things like

humans, anirnalg

and plants

(listening to

recorded audio)

ii. Pupils in small

groups, identify

instruments that

make sounds.

Pupils in pairs ,

discuss local
instruments that

make sound and

share with the

class
Each pupil

demonstrate how to

make sound with any

man-made

Pupils, as a class, discuss

first and third generations

of computers

1.As an individual, identify

sin water at

home

2.Pupils in groups, describe
the steps in purifying vater
at home

3.Each group show case tie

as a Class, C.pmmunication and
collaboration
Leadership and
personal
development
Critical thinking and
problem solving
Critical thinking and
problem solving

-Critical thinking

-Collaboration and

communication

-Personal development

1. Critical thinking and

roblem solvin

2. Leadership and

personality

development

3. Collaboration and

communication

diavam of steps in purifying
water at home

X 
Bamboo 

stern•
pawpaw 

stalk';
knife , 

etc
string; 

Some 
musical

instrumentlike
keyboard, 

flute
saxophone

e

19HhdgV1gy.

https:llw.'N.youtube.

com/watch?v=tZ3z0A

qiFco

1.Website Resource

i.

https://youtu.be18czlSe

iAPHk

ii.

https:llyoutubelwYkQ

6x5-Pc

iii.https•./lyoutu.be/F3

IDgQ21fw

2. Audio visual

materials

L Chart
ii.

flash cards

iii. Water
bucket

At the end of the lesson, pupils

Different colour

Classification of

objects using
colour
Uses ofcelour

should be able to:

i. identify different

colour#;

objects

using colour;

iiL identify colours in

living and non-

living things;

L

ii.

Class brainstorms on
the types of colours
Pupils in small

groups,

living things based
on colours

Pupils in pairs,

disass the use of
colours and share

Communication and X Papers,

collaboration coloured per

Critical thinkng and etc

problem solving

Creativity and

imagination

x Beads
X Colour charl

.be

n C8C

b
s: ou

iv. discuss the uses of
colours iv.
appraise the
importance of

colours

with the class
Pupils think and
share which colours
are important to
them in their

environment.
Classification of Explain fourth and fifth Pupils, as a class, discuss
computers by generations of computers fourth and fifth generation

-Critical thinking

-Collaboration and

3DtK9so

https:llwww.you

com

QIFcogenerations of computers



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
TOPICS

fourth 
generation

fifth 
generation

gest 
and 

sleep

Air- 
Bistenceot Air

Menning

Properties

Vses of air

Classification of

computers by

generations

K fourth generation

Fifth generation

Safety Education

ir - Floatation

Objects that
flow in air
Make things that
float in air

At the end of the lesson, pupils

l.ldentify proper way or msting
and sleeping

At the end of the lesson, pupils
should be able to;

ii. Say the meaning of air
iii. identi& the gases 9fair

LEARNING 
ACTIVITIFS

t.Pupil , as an individual
identify proper Wayk ofresting and sleeping

2,Pupils groups, explain
proper ways or msting andsleeping at home

i.

brainstorms on
the meaning of
air.

BASIC SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
EMBEDDED 

CORE SKIL1s

Personal 
development

LCritlcal thinking and
problem solving

2.1.eadership and
personality 

development

g.C.ollaboration and
communication

LEARNING
RESOURCES

1.Website Resource

i.

https;/1youtu.bc/Yp9bs

ii. https.//youtu&ell

2. Audio visual
materials

i. Chart

ii. Pictures

iii. Bed

iv. Mat

v. Pillrm

[J Communication and ' x Hmd fans
collaboration

O Criåcal thinking and
Xe Kites,

iv. demonstrate the air in
nature

x explain the uses of air

Explain fourth and fifth

generations of computers

At the end ofthe lesson, pupils

should be able to

Lexplain the meaning ofsafety

education

2.1ist die safety education

conditions for first aid a•eatmen

At the end of the lesson, pupils
should be able to:

i, mention objects

that float in air;
ji. identify the

Pupils in pairs;-
describe and
share with the
class the gases In

iii. Each pupil

air
in nature
Pupils in small
groups, think
and discuss the
various uses of
air and share
with the class.

Pupils, as a class, discuss

fourth and fifth generation

of computers

1,Pupil, as an individual,

describe safety education

2.Pupils in goup, explain

safety education.

3. Pupils as an individual list

safety conditions for First Aid

treaünent.

Class observe a

thin piece of

nylon floating in

air and a pen

dropped to the

to

characteristics of,
these objects that
can float in air;

ground 
formulate the

meaning
floatation.

problem solving
Creativity and
imagination

-Critical thinking

-Collaboration and

communiation

•ersonal development

1.Criticnl thinking and

problem solving

2.Leadership and

personality development

3.Collaboration and

communication

Communication and

collaboration.

Crltical thinking and

problem solving

Leadership and

personal
develoVment

Creativity and

ima • tion

OMZdXtE

https://www.youtube-

com/watch?v=tBzOA

QIFco

1. Website Resource

i.

bYyjQi

wr-m

2. Audo vbual

materials

I. Chart

ii. Pictures

charts

iii. First aid kits

iv. , Balloons,

old
newspaper,

thread. gum,

sticks,

sTings,
pencils,
stonesetc.



EMBED" LEARNING

RESOURCES

LEARNING 
ACTIVITIES

pupils in pairs ,

v.
Charts

TOPICS

6 FST Classification by

(TT) purpose

sped
General purpose

FtAjd
(THE)

7. MID-TERM

Water- Objecß
8 BST

that Float in

water

ce)

8 BST Classification by

(IT) purpose

x Special purpose

x General purpose

8-9 First Aid Continue

(PHE)

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

o'n
stotct/make

things 
(kites, 

blown

balloons 
etc.) float

or fly in

and general
Explain special

computers

At the end ofthe lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1.State condi60ns that requires

first aid treatment

ZDesaibe how to treat the

a•eatment

MID-TERM ASSESSMENT

At åe end ofthe lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i. mention objects that

float in water,

iii. describe the

characteristics of

that flow in

water,

iv. demonsÜate how

to make objects

floatin water.

Explain special and general

purpose computers

describe 
and

share with the

class the objects

that float in aiC

pupils in small

groups, 
identify

characteristics 
of

objects that can

flow in air

Each pupil ,make

objects that can

flow in ain

pupils, as a class, explain

special and general 
purpose 

computers

l.pupil , as an Individual,

condition that require first 

aid 
Heate.tc 

3.Each group explain the

-Critical thinking

-collaboration and

-Personal development

lßritical thinking and

problem solving

2.Leadership and

XW!WFE

htt outu.be E
zMDh)ßA

Resoure

i.

personality development

3

communication

collaboration and

condition require for first aid

MID-TERM 
ASSESSMENT 

ii.

https://youwbeISKC0

24udio vGual
materials

i. Chart

ii. Pictures

iii. First aid kib

MID-TERMASSESSMEYT 
MID-TERM

IL

Ill.

Class observe a cork

formulate åe
meaning of objects

floating in water.

Pupils in pairs ,

describe and share

with the class the

characteristics of

these objecb

Each pupil thinks

and describes heavy

objects that float in

water

iv. Each pupil

demotstrate how to

make an object float

in water.

Pupils, as a class, explain

special and general purpose

O Communication and 

collaborati01L

O Critical dinking and

problem
solving/leadership

and personal

development

Creativity and

imagnaüon

-Critical thinking

-Collaboration and

x Balloons,pape,

feather,

thread, etc.

X Picturesof
swimmers uÅng

lifeja&t.s

X Pidursof

people

swimming 
in

on calabashes

IGPagE

utu.be E

zMDhXTA

computers

At the end ofthe lesson, pupils 1.Pupil , as an individual
should be able to: explain more condition

I.explain more condition that
about first aid.

requires first aid treatment 2.As 

communication

-Personal development

1.Critical thinking and

problem solving

2.Leadership and

l.website 
Resource

i.

a group, discuss how to personality development
apply first aid.



n group 
describe 

how
to apply 

first aid

CORE

Water- Objects At the end ofthe lesson, pupils
that sink in

water

should be able to:
i. identify objects that

sink in water;
ii. describe the

characteristics of
objects that flow in

ii.

Class

brainstorms on
objects that sink
in water

Pupils in pairs
describe and

communication LEARNING

RESOURCES

2.,4udio 
visual

materials

Chart

jii. First aid kits
Communication 

and

ting - down the

Jeep

Hibernate

hutdown

water;
iii. examine how heavy

objects sink in water;

Carry' out the various ways of
shutting down the computer

Distinguish between the

various ways of shutting down

the computer

share with the
class the

characteristics of
these objects

Each pupil

demonstrate

heavy objects

that sink in water

Pupils, in pairs or in groups,

practice the various ways of
shutting down the

computer

! user Pupils should be able to:

Meaning of road

Road users
i. say the meaning of

Correct use of
roads;

the road ii. identify different road

users (e.g. cars,

bicycles, motor cycle,

humans, animals etc.)

iii, explain how each user

correctly use the road;

I,

Il.

Pupils as a class ,

brainstorm on

meanings ofroad and

road users.

Pupils , as individual,

write different road

users

collaboration
CJ Critical thinking and

problem

solving/leadership
and personal

development

Creaåvity and
imagination

-Critical thinking

-Collaboration and

communication

-Personal development

Communication and

collaboration.

Critical thinldng and

problem solving

0 Leadership and

Stone, meter ;
rule, wood mete
ofiron,etc

Pictures of
heny

like stones, iron
rod in water

IGPagE

Y5LG5Q4

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=Tx0ntUo

bTu8

x Pictures of

different bypes

of roads

x Charts on road

usage

Pupils in small

groups , describe the

correct use of the

- down the

road by users.

Carry out the various ways of Pupils, in pairs or in groups, 

shutting down the computer practise the various ways of 

shutting down the

the

personal

development

critical thinking

communication

Glaboration and

-Personal development

Web resources:

htDs;//youtLbe/ NeEF

wOT\wMjBU4ah9hg4W

https:/lyww.putube,

bTu8

mate

rt

own

Distinguish between computer

various ways of shutting down

the computer
REVISION

REVISION

REVISION

REVISION

REVISION

REVISION

EXAMINATION

REVISION

REVISION
EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION



ACHIEVEMENTSTANDARD

At the end ofthc session, the pupils are able to;

x identifyscnscs in humans and their functions;

x discuss soil and soil types and their characteristics;

x do practical practice with clay;

x understand the concept of water, its properties and importance to living things

x disajss airand its importance to life;

x explain sound asa forn ofenergy.

x Knowledge on the history, classifications and features ofcomput ere

x Understand, articulate and experiment procedures of setting up a computer an
x Ability to identifyand understand the uses of important icons on the compute
x Discu« movement anu'demonstrate them correctly
x læarn about safetynlles in movement
x basicsldlls in field event
x Identifysafetymles in athletics
x Mom/demonfrateskills in basketball
x Disoasswimmingand iSsafetyrules
x Desmbehealthandhygieneand 

ofpuli$ingwaterathx Demastratepmper 
usingofrestingand sleepingx 

Understandsafetyeducation and demonstratesimple

edudelighttutors.com


